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Irwin and Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine is a comprehensive, single-volume textbook covering both the theoretical and practical aspects of medical and surgical critical care. Thoroughly updated for its Seventh Edition, this classic reference remains unsurpassed as a definitive, practical guide on adult patient care in the ICU. It provides encyclopedic, multidisciplinary coverage of both medical and surgical intensive care and includes a “how-to” atlas of procedures and a new section on noninvasive monitoring. Each chapter has been completely revised and updated to reflect the latest studies. The cardiology section has been completely rewritten to reflect advances in management of acute coronary syndromes. Also included are extensive updates on management of COPD, diabetes, oncologic emergencies, and overdoses and poisonings. A special section on Nursing Considerations has been added which contains chapters on the use of nursing sensitive quality indicators, the role of advanced practice nurses in the ICU, effective collaborative practices in the critical care team, and ICU nursing and telemedicine. The new edition will be presented in full color for the first time. A companion website will provide instant access to the complete and fully searchable text.

...Has our Species Sapiens a guardian angel around her? Eine Schutzengel herum? ...Or just a little devil? Oder nur ein kleiner Teufel ...Could survive our Species in this extra-stressing condition, which in the third decade of the March 2020, seems to be unbearable, seems to be chance-lost, seems to become frightened, seems to become paralyzing for the whole economy, particularly for Western Europe (Italy and Spain) and United States? ...Could one write, could one think, a book of all books of Sapiens, a verse of all verses of Sapiens, a formula of all formulas of Sapiens, an equation of all equations of Sapiens, a theory about all theories about Sapiens, a principle of all principles about Sapiens, in order to save Sapiens, or at least to alleviate its ordeal and misery of this present pathology, which Sunday, 29 March 2020, has reached worldwide about 650,000 cases with fast 30,000 deaths? But a day later, Monday, 30 March, 2020, the numbers of infected cases around the globe has reached the total cases of 750,000 with about 35,000 deaths... Therefore, a rising in affected people of about 100,000 per day, with about 5000 deaths accordingly to the John Hopkins University! Apocalypse now! ...Since Mid-December 2019, a strange and dangerous epidemic outbreak of an infectious virus, a viral disease, originating in Far East China mainland, with epicenter in Wuhan province, having at North the Nanjing city and province, at East is placed the Hangzhou province, at south is Changsha province, and at West is Chongqing province. This infectious outbreak has been ravaged the world, by sweeping over countries and continents, reaching its peak of mortality in ending of March 2020, in Western Europe, more exactly in Italy (over 85,000 cases with over 10,000 deaths) and Spain (over 65,000 cases with over 6,000 deaths) ... The whole of Sapiens is haunted by this virus-phantom, by this nano-metric haunt, which can provoke serious diseases in human, some of them with lethal ending, through aggravated respiratory weaknesses, both in upper and down of respiratory system, called SARS - Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, with the particularity of Middle East area, called MERS, (Middle East) Severe Acute Respiratory System. The measures of closing businesses, plants, parks, schools, universities, museum, exhibitions, sport- events, including even the Olympic Games in July this year in Japan, then industry of tourism through airports and agreements places, then congresses and symposiums, including those of medical ones, with harsh boundaries controls between states, or between regions of the same countries, here are a somber development of this viral disease, called in scientific terms, COVID – 19, or by other as SARS - COVID 2! All of a sudden, billions and billions of Euro and Dollars have been pushed in all forms of medical precautionary of anti-viral measures, in hospitals, clinics, researching of new drugs or an efficient vaccine in this battlefield of all, called by myself as SAPIENS, against CORONA VIRUS! It is reported that some drugs, already used for other diseases, could have some positive actions for the treatment of this overspreading illness. Also, the natural resistance of every individuals in creating of its own auto-immunity system resisting to Corona virus, with multitudes imploring and praying the mysteries forces hidden in human or possible extra-human, or calling of para-psychological powers coming from signs of zodiac or orders of planets and stars with cosmological
alignment in saving humanity. Among millions and millions of doctors and assistants, of researcher and clinicians, throughout the world, there is also a theoretical searcher and researcher in this area, particularly in THEORETICAL MEDICINE, in recombining MEDICINE with PHILOSOPHY, as PHILOSOPHICAL MEDICINE, who is just… myself! It is noted that my previous two books regarding this dramatic topics, SAPIENTOLOGY & CORONA VIRUS and CORONA IS SAPIENS, are already published on line through Amazon – KDP, waiting also in days, their publishing on Google / Play /Book! Now, around of 30 March, 2020, is to hope to publish the fifth on-line book about Corona virus, called EIDOS & CORRONA! After two wisdoms in “ SOPHOS” , in previous book of SAPIENTOSOPHY & VIRUSOSOPHY, both in battlefield of present pathology, let’s make an incursion into secrecy of virus through its own Eidos, one of the central concept of idealist philosophy, whatever in Greek philosophy or German Idealismus. But CORRONA with double “ R” into the middle of the substantive? Why not, we must fight on all fronts of secret knowledge, of mystery and magic intuition, because Sapiens is a mystery of creation through itself, for itself and with itself, and Sapiens itself has been built on for battle in all directions, likewise the Corona virus in its endemic and pandemic overspreading, without frontiers, without choosing the victims through their genre or through their age or through their profession or location! Therefore, let’s try it, let’s encourage and re-encourage this kind of battle, by publishing books (primarily online), about this world wide plague, the sad dominance in our virus plague time or era through CORONA VIRUS, through these sets of books, of booklets and possible bookishues, all relating this pandemic infectious of worldwide disease, by making ill history, ill-hopes and possible ill deities alike… Eidologist of Theoretical Virusology

Management of Intra-operative Crises is reviewed extensively in this important Thoracic Surgery Clinics of North America issue. Articles include: Massive Airway Hemorrhage; Great Vessel Injury; Endotracheal Tube Management and Obstructed Airway; Perioperative or Operative Pulmonary Embolus; Acute Intraoperative Aspiration; Patent Mammary Disruption During Thoracic Surgery; Immediate Post-lobeectomy Crisis Management; Cardiopulmonary Bypass, Rapid Pacing, and ECMO for Emergent Intraoperative Thoracic Situations; Unexplained Intraoperative Hypotension; Coagulopathy & Anticoagulation during Thoracic Surgery; Perioperative Pneumonectomy Management; Pulmonary Artery Bleeding during VATS; Tracheal Repair and Airway Management; and more!

How could be changed out of classical concept of ANATOMY (ana-tomos = to cut off in small pieces) which is one of the strongest imprinted scientifc concept within the minds of all biologic scientists still by centuries, with the philosophical concept as ANATOMOLOGY? i.e. the Science of Anatomy, the Philosophical Science of the Anatomy, which in turn, could be synthesized by anatomists and philosophers alike! Our endeavor is to find out a road between the two basic forms of human knowledge, an aura mediocritas of dreaming pathway of any metaphysical living system… Anatomologist

...Before knowing myself better, it is necessary to know my Species Sapiens, to whom I belong in my entirety, both biologically and ontologically…… But my Species Sapiens belongs at its row, to the Genus or Gattung Homo Anthropos, by enlisting here the line of Homo Habilis, of Homo Ergaster, of Homo Erectus, of Homo Heidelbergensis, possible that of Homo Neanderthal… all of them one should know, at least in their maximal generality…. Moreover, one ought to know the Homind Family, (orangutan, chimpanzee, bonobo), then, the Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata, Kingdom Animals and the Domain Multi-cellular… The passing from the universe of single cells of Pre-Cambrian era towards the multi-cells, of Cambrian era, remains a huge mystery of evolution on our planetary system… Genesis of Sapiens must be accompanied by the Genesis of Life on our Planetary System, with Genesis of Solar System of Milky Way Galaxy, and Genesis of the Universe-in-itself! …Is it this endeavor a Sapient-o-mania? Not at all, it is an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary reality of our Species Sapiens! Nothing more, nothing less….. But, in which way, would be possible to change the whole of Sapiens into a Shooting- star Species? Possible, but reporting the Sapiens to Sapiens itself, done through a Philosophical System of the whole Species, by re-thinking that the truth is the whole, as well as in science, in philosophy and in anthropology! …Let’s reiterate that nothing in Sapiens makes sense, except in the light of creativity, through rationality…..More than that, there is no Species owner, SAPIENSEIGENTMER! Through SAPIENTOLOGIZATION will be reached out the greatest overdrive in additional speed of knowing knowledge - episteme and creativity - noesia, of the whole Sapiens throughout of its development in the last 50.000 years! …Almost every human being wants to know primarily, of where she / he comes from, who is she / he and where she/ he goes …Almost every man would like to know who is her / his ancestors are, and who will be her / his offspring …Almost every human being would like to know, how was the origin of humankind, its past, its present existence and to found out, to foresee in advance, its possible future …By observing and researching the nature of human, it was taught that, without ancestors, without preceding branches, no offspring would arise …Through the discovery of the laws of nature, it has been found or found that the theory of evolution contradicts almost all of the myths of creation of religions and of theologies …Through the sciences of Biology, of Anthropology and Sapientology, the man had ascertained their kinship with the human beings, by calling himself as Wisdom - man, as Intelligent Being, as Creative Being or HOMO SAPIENS …With this biological name, HOMO, in connection with the self–given artificial names of SAPIENS by INTELLIGENCE, the humanity development recognizes many creations and
achievements (in art, in technology, in science, in civilizations, in partial prosperity, in the treatment of epidemic diseases, in prolongation of average lifespan), by admitting also many catastrophic results of wild behaviors as wars, as civilizations destroying, or as illegal migration, as religious fanaticism and terrorism. The book Ancestors & Sapiens is written and thought in this way and pathway… Ancestors of Sapiens through Sapientologist.

In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me… In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me… Ultimately, in order to know ourself better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown, must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, still called Sapiens… Encyclopaedist.

Thoroughly updated for its Sixth Edition, this classic reference remains an unsurpassed source of definitive, practical guidance on adult patient care in the ICU. It provides encyclopedic, multidisciplinary coverage of both medical and surgical intensive care and includes a "how-to" atlas of procedures and a new section on noninvasive monitoring. Each Sixth Edition chapter, for the first time, identifies Advances in Management based on randomized controlled clinical trials. The cardiology section has been completely rewritten to reflect advances in management of acute coronary syndromes. Also included are extensive updates on management of COPD, diabetes, oncologic emergencies, and overdoses and poisonings. A companion Website will provide instant access to the complete and fully searchable online text.

This book is a comprehensive guide to emergency and trauma care covering the complete process, from pre-hospital care, rapid and point of care assessment, and triaging, to care of the patient during transfer, and in-hospital care. Beginning with a general overview of emergency care and resuscitation, the following sections discuss the treatment of emergencies and trauma in different systems of the body. A complete section is dedicated to paediatric emergencies. The final chapters cover trauma management, toxicology, disaster management, and environmental emergencies such as thermal and chemical burns, and snake bites. The descriptive text is further enhanced by more than 700 flowcharts, tables, diagrams, clinical photographs, and short notes to assist learning. Key points Comprehensive guide to emergency and trauma care Covers management of emergencies in different systems of the body Includes section on paediatric emergencies Highly illustrated with flowcharts, tables, diagrams, photographs and short notes.

Handbook of Mechanical Ventilation is the new edition of this illustrated guide for respiratory specialists, physiotherapists, nurses and other paramedical staff. Guidance on airway management, pulmonary rehabilitation and chest physiotherapy make this a vital reference for all staff involved in the management of patients requiring mechanical ventilation. Handbook of Mechanical Ventilation is enhanced by over 100 images, illustrations and tables, many in full colour.

Vom găsi prin acest spirit titanic de dărziire aparind lui Sapiens, ca esență a nașterii și devenirii sale, un respinz la marile enigme ce ne conjoară din toate părțile sistemului nostru planetar, sistemului nostru solar sau sistemului nostru galactic? Vom putea regăsi în întunericul universului acest parnel nesfârșit și plin de mistere, cu presupusa origine a Big Bang, prin acest set de Filozofi Concepționaliști, sau Filozofi Sapientologiști, care re-luminează abisuri și labirinturi, necunoscute și infra-spațiale, iar cei ce au fost-și revoluționat, prin sistemul nostru filozofic de conceptologism, care este, de conceptologism, un trésor, înzestrat de conceptologism, în mișcare, de conceptologism…
In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown, must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, still called Sapiens... Encyclopaedis

Welcome to the new gold standard in critical care transport training. Published in conjunction with the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) and the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP), Critical Care Transport offers cutting edge content relevant to any healthcare provider training in critical care transport. Like no other textbook in this market, Critical Care Transport thoroughly prepares medical professionals to function as competent members of a critical care team by covering the material that everyone - paramedics, nurses, physicians, and specialty crew - needs to know to operate effectively in the prehospital critical care environment. This book meets the curricula of major critical care training programs, including University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC). It covers both ground and flight transport, and meets the objectives of critical care transport certification exams such as the Certified Flight Paramedic (FP-C) exam administered by the Board for Critical Care Transport Paramedic Certification. Content includes information specific to prehospital critical care transport, such as flight physiology, lab analysis, hemodynamic monitoring, and specialized devices such as the intra-aortic balloon pump. Standard topics such as airway management, trauma, and pharmacology are covered in the context of critical care. Chapters have been authored by leading critical care professionals across the country and represent the most current, state-of-the-art information on management of critical care patients.

In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by trying to re-unite the essence of a thing with its own existence, esse et existere... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, regarding the cosmological uncertainties, biological uncertainties and ontological uncertainties... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, whatever of the level of universe or of the starry skies upon me and the ones inside me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown must be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological jump, or start up in our Species, towards an Up-Sapiens Species... Encyclopaedist towards Up-Sapiens

In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, in order to know better my Species Sapiens... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, resensing the spirit of faith through the core of chaing ascending to the Prophet... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, re-uniting into myself the ways and pathways of mysticism and rationalism... Ultimately, in order to know of ourselves better, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside of myself and ourselves, it is the duty-triad in every school, in every college or every university of all those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, as a revelation of the wholeness Sapiens... Prophetologist

In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by using primordially the rationalist crafts of human thinking, which has a strong signaling perception towards philosophical and scientific concepts... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, by re-making a field of rational inquiry therein, by bringing about a battlefield of reason, of rationality and of concept-o-logy... In order to know myself better, gnosti seauton, I have to know what is unknown around me and inside of me, by re-setting myself through the craftiness of rational worthy, reiterating the duality of the mind - body and that of the soul - spirit, both imprinted in human being... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, as
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Species Sapiens, of what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown inside us, could be the duty - triad in every school, in every college or university of all
those who are trying the ontological jump in our Species, towards the jump of Up-Sapiens... Conceptologist

SEVEN BATTLES UMS SAPIENS ...in order for a better understanding of the History of the World, first of all, one must understand and analyzed the History of Ourself,
as individuality, as community, as nation and even Species, without any fear in front of Sapiens ... what battles have you carry on, what hopes have you aimed, what
achievements could be counted, what defeat have you recorded, one can read out in the book LEX SAPIENS! ...in order to a better comprehension of the History of the
Peoples, first of all, one must check out and analyze the History of the Others... into which realities they are striving on, into which difficulties they are fighting on, through
which disappointments they are going through, what kind of enjoyment they are meeting – JUSGENTIUM SAPIENS! ...in order to a better learning or recognition or
discernment of what kind of Evolutionary forces and Revolutionary determinations has modelled our Species Homo Sapiens, its interrelations within the Genus Homo,
Hominid Family, and Order Primates – RACE & SAPIENS! ...in order to a better cognition or enlightenment of our world of technology, Life on Line, Internet Society,
Spying forces or Eavesdropping of Communications - CYBERSAPIENS! ...in order to a better apprehension or grasping human transcendence of Faith, of Religions, of
Denominations, of fighting of Inter-Faith, of Self-Responsibility, of Religious Wars, of destroying terrorism – THEOS SAPIENS! ...in order to a better schooling-wisdom of
ideologies and doctrines throughout times, since Antiquity up to now – POLITIKON SAPIENS! ...in order for a better judgement, a better degree of involvement into de
difficulties of the present world, analyzed as a wholeness of our Species Homo Sapiens, regarding the huge states deficits, huge rates of unemployment, particularly in
youth generations, increasing in ageing through dys-productivity, or Social Systems pushed into area of irrationalities or in-authenticity – OEKONOMICUS SAPIENS, or
OIKOS SAPIENS! In order to be in pace with the exponential development digital technology of our internet times, of our on line era, in creating a conceptology of the
Cyber – Era, by naming directly the heroes of the Email addresses, is envisioned the book PHILOSOPHY OF EMAILING In order to rethink a possible overcoming of all
previous Sapientological cultural achievements as quality - presentation, as quantity - information and quantum - sharing throughout of our planetary system and even
beyond of it, during Digital – Cyber – Aera, METAPHYSICS OF EMAILING

This is the first comprehensive book published from India which is based on MCQs, primarily for doctors appearing for competitive exams in critical care medicine. It is
also a must have for every doctor and nurse working in the ICU, as the case scenarios and latest recommendations will help them to have a better approach towards
complex situations and provide better care to the patients.

As a registered nurse for the last 28 years, my primary clinical expertise has been working in the pre-hospital environment as a flight nurse and a paramedic, as well as
continuing to work in a variety of clinical areas which include the emergency department, pediatrics and endoscopy. My extensive clinical background has also given me
the opportunity to work as a legal nurse consultant with one of the largest law firms in Arizona. As an EMS educator and program director of paramedic training programs
for the last 20 years and most recently as the National Clinical Educator for one of the largest air medical transport companies, I truly enjoy teaching in a simple manner as
so to assure that students do have a strong basic understanding in making critical care decisions and that they will be providing the highest quality of patient care beginning
from the least to the most invasive management of care for the patients they are transporting. My goal as a professional and as an EMS educator has always been and will
continue to encourage students to have the desire to learn and grow in their profession, as well as contribute to EMS in a way that inspires positive change. “Tell me and I
◆I’ll forget; Show me and I may remember; Involve me and I ◆I’ll understand” www.backtobasicscourse.com

In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to descend into the strongholds of meditation, of pondering and of wise silencing, by trying to re-unite the essence
of a thing with its own existence, esse et exister... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is uncertain around me and inside me, regarding
the cosmological uncertainties, biological uncertainties and ontological uncertainties... In order to know myself better, gnothi seauton, I have to know what is unknown
around me and inside of me, whatever of the level of universe or of the starry skies upon me and the ones inside me... Ultimately, in order to know ourselves better, of
what is known, of what is uncertain and of what is unknown must be the duty-triad in every school, in every college or university of all those who are trying the ontological
jump, or start up in our Species, towards an Up-Sapiens Species... Encyclopaedist towards Up-Sapiens

This book is a comprehensive guide to critical care medicine for postgraduate medical students. Presented in a case-based, question and answer format, the text begins
with guidance on patient examination in the intensive care unit (ICU). Each of the following chapters covers a different disorder, from acute severe asthma, pulmonary
embolism and septic shock, to traumatic brain injury, acute liver failure and much more. The book concludes with cases examining out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, brain
death and organ donation, as well as end-of-life care in the ICU. A large selection of Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) practice questions are included to
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This practical question and answer book covers topics within the field of neurocritical care, including aspects of neurology, neurosurgery, general critical care, and emergency medicine. Each chapter serves as a standalone test, comprised of approximately 100 questions, and closely mimics the tone and scope of the United Council for Neurologic Subspecialties (UCNS) certification exam. Rationale and discussion are provided in the answers section at the end of each exam. This practical study guide will help prepare critical care fellows and residents from a variety of backgrounds (including internal medicine, neurology, anesthesiology, and emergency medicine) for the UCNS exam.
Since Mid-December 2019, a strange and dangerous epidemic outbreak of an infectious virus, originating in China, Wuhan province, is ravaged in the world, by sweeping fears and anxieties over cities, over countries and over all continents of our planetary system... The whole of Sapiens is haunted by this virus-phantom, by this nanometric - haunt, which can provoke serious diseases in human, some of them with lethal ending, through aggravates respiratory weaknesses, both in upper and down of respiratory system, called SARS - Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, with the particularity of Middle East area as MERS, (Middle East) Severe Acute Respiratory System... The measures of closing schools, universities, museum, exhibitions, sport - events, industry of tourism through airports and agreements places, following then many congresses and symposiums, including those of medical ones, accompanied by harsh boundaries controls between states, or between regions of the same countries, here are a somber development of this viral disease, called in scientific terms, COVID-19 or SARS-COV2, regarding different stages of it! All of a sudden, billions and billions of Euro and Dollars have been pushed in all forms of medical precautionary of anti-viral measures, in hospitals, in clinics, in researching of new drugs or an efficient vaccine in this battlefield of all, called by myself as SAPIENS, against CORONA VIRUS! Among millions and millions of doctors and assistants, of researcher and clinicians, throughout the world, there is also a theoretical researcher and researcher in this area, particularly in THEORETICAL MEDICINE, in recombining MEDICINE with PHILOSOPHY, as PHILOSOPHICAL MEDICINE, who is just... myself! Therefore, let's try it, let's encourage this kind of behavior, in our virus plague time of CORONA VIRUS, through a set of OnLine books, of booklets and bookishes, all relating this pandemic infectious of worldwide pathology... Sapientiologist of Virusology

Irwin & Rippe's Manual of Intensive Care Medicine has established itself as an invaluable reference for students, interns, residents, fellows, nurse practitioners and physician assistants, nurses and respiratory care practitioners working in the critical care medicine environment. Known for its reader-friendly outline format and compact portable size, this handy manual builds upon its tradition of excellence in its sixth edition. Available both in print and electronic formats, the sixth edition parallels the text, Irwin & Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine, seventh edition, and features fully updated and revised content with a focus on patient safety. INCLUDES: - Fully revised content addresses recent developments, including the larger role for ultrasound, in critical care medicine - Annotated references are provided at the close of each chapter to guide the interested reader through key articles in the relevant literature - Video clips have been added where appropriate to reinforce key points and findings - Logical organization begins with an extensive section on Procedures and Techniques, followed by 15 sections covering organ system problems as well as palliative care, legal and ethical issues, and transplantation - Thorough coverage of pharmacology, poisonings and overdoses presented in a tabular format - New section editors share a wealth of experience and expertise targeted to broaden readers' skills.

To my mother Victoria, the greatest Incantor-Being throughout my life, and which proved to be more than any encouragement by creating the monumental opera of the AERA OF PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS! Being and Edentation is a combination between Gnathology-Dentistry, as human pathology in total edentation with an interpretation between dentistry, philosophy, psychology, theology, in their videological togetherness. Video-Gnathologist

Completely rewritten and updated for the Fifth Edition, this Spiral Manual remains the leading quick-reference guide to both medical and surgical intensive care. The essential principles, protocols, and techniques from Irwin and Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine, Sixth Edition have been distilled into a portable, practical manual that is ideal for rapid bedside consultation. The user-friendly outline format features numerous tables, illustrations, and annotated references. Highlights of this Fifth Edition include a comprehensive overdose and poisonings section presented in tabular format, new chapters on minimally invasive monitoring in the ICU, and completely revised cardiology and hematology sections.


...Before knowing myself better, it is necessary to know my Species Sapiens, to whom I belong in my entirety... ...But my Species Sapiens belongs at its row, to the Genus or Gattung Homo Anthropos, by enlisting here Homo Habilis, Homo Ergaster, Homo Erectus, Homo Heidelbergensis, Homo Neanderthal, whom, I should know them, at least in their generality... ...Moreover, one ought know the Hominid Family, (Orangutan, Chimpanzee, Bonobo), then Order Primate, Class Mammals, Phylum Vertebrata, Kingdom Animals, Domain Multi-cellular... ...Genesis of Sapiens must be accompanied by the Genesis of Life on our Planetary System, with Genesis of Solar System of Milky Way Galaxy, and Genesis of the Universe! ...Is it this endeavor a Sapient-o-mania? Not at all, it is an encyclopedic and interdisciplinary reality of our Species Sapiens! Nothing more, nothing less.... ...But, In which way, would be possible to change the whole of Sapiens into a Shooting-star Species? Possible, but reporting the...
Sapiens to Sapiens itself, done through a Philosophical System of the whole Species! ...Let’s reiterate that nothing in Sapiens makes sense, except in the light of creativity! ...More than that, there is no Species owner, SAPIENSEIGENTÜMER! Through SAPIENTOLOGIZATION will be reached out the greatest overdrive in additional speed of knowledge - episteme and creativity - noesis, of the whole Sapiens throughout of its development in the last 50,000 years! ...Almost every human being wants to know primarily, of where she / he comes from, who is she / he and where she / he goes ...Almost every man would like to know who is her / his ancestors are, and who will be her / his offspring ...Almost every human being would like to know, how was the origin of humankind, its past, its present existence and to found out, to foresee in advance, its possible future ...By observing and researching the nature of human, it was taught that, without ancestors, without preceding branches, no offspring would arise ...Through the discovery of the laws of nature, it has been found or found that the theory of evolution contradicts almost all of the myths of creation of religions and of theologies ...Through the sciences of biology, anthropology and sapientology, the man had ascertained their kinship with the human beings, by calling himself as Wisdom - man, as Intelligent Being, as Creative Being or HOMO SAPIENS ...With this biological name, HOMO, in connection with the self-given artificial names of SAPIENS by INTELLIGENCE, the humanity development recognizes many creations and achievements (in art, in technology, in science, in civilizations, in partial prosperity, in the treatment of epidemic diseases, in prolongation of average lifespan), by admitting also many catastrophic results of wild behaviors as wars, as civilizations destroying, or as illegal migration, as religious fanaticism and terrorism Sapiens through Sapientologist

Describes the different forms of heart disease and presents the latest research, diagnostic techniques, treatments, and medications, offering practical advice on how to prevent and reverse heart disease through techniques that include stress reduction and dieting.

Vom gâsi prin acest spirit titanic de indrângiere aparind lui Sapiens, ca esență a nașterii și devenirii sale, un răspuns la marile enigme ce ne înconjoară din toate părțile sistemului nostru planetar, sistemului nostru solar sau sistemului nostru galactic? Vom putea reghizi altele universul ce pare nesfârșit și plin de mistere, neconstrângându-l cu presupusa origine în Big Bang, prin acest set de Filozofii Conceptologice, sau Filozofii Sapientologice, care să re-lumineze abisuri și labirinturi, întinderi astrale și necunoscute infra-spaciale și celulare? Vom reuși să rescriem întregul scris și transcris de Specie gânditoare și revoltatoare, prin sistemul nostru filozofic de conceptologism în mișcare, de conceptologism în devenire, de conceptologism în tresărirea și îmbogățire? Vom retrasa astfel o nouă viziune în Sapiens prin neîncrederea a depășitorului și restructurarea, chiar și conditii extrem de austere de pandemie virusale, o patologie a Speciei întregi, atât biologică cât și ontologică? Vom putea trezește un scrisor sau re-scriitor un scriitor al tuturor ruperilor de nivel din orizonturile cunoașterii și construcții abstracte din Sapiens? Cu aceste deci extra-ambitiile, putem face o profetica întârziere și posibil o încrepare, care ar duce ne ca Specie, ne poate, atât Sapiențiță, cât și același, diferit și nepenieror NDRZNITOR CONCEPTOLOGIC

Heart failure is epidemic throughout the world. A growing incidence and prevalence has resulted in a large population of individuals transitioning to advanced stages of the syndrome and requiring uniquely specialised therapies and cardiac transplantation. Oxford Textbook of Advanced Heart Failure and Cardiac Transplantation is a focused and comprehensive work covering this new and rapidly growing cardiovascular subspecialty. Authored by eminent international experts, it is the authoritative text on advanced heart failure and a central resource for clinicians caring for patients with this condition. By covering a range of characteristics, therapeutic challenges and practical aspects of managing patients this book provides an in-depth source for cardiologists and other related clinicians. A strong focus on the difficult decision making needed to handle advanced heart failure cases, along with specific knowledge of epidemiology, biology and pathophysiology, creates a key tool for optimally managing these complex patients.
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